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Shifting knowledge to insight
The rapid and vast changes we are beginning
to experience in both our personal and
professional lives call for a drastic shift in our
thinking patterns and the way in which every
industry will need to conduct business in the
near future. Not only will business models
in each and every trade need to transform
in order to meet the growing needs
and demands of consumers, but – more
importantly – we will need to make a shift in
the way we see and experience the world.
We currently live in a world governed by
unprecedented technological advances – artificial
intelligence, 3D printing and self-driving cars to mobile
supercomputers, robotics and nanotechnology – that
are all evidence of the significant change that is starting
to happen around us right now.
We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
that will no doubt change the way humankind lives,
works and relates to one another. We are experiencing
change at a speed unlike anything the world has
experienced before, that compels us to live and create
realities that were previously unthinkable.
As a means of contributing to the overall growth of
the global market and anticipating future shifts in the
way we have to do business, Enterprises University of
Pretoria (Enterprises UP) provides specialised training
programmes and short courses for skills development
as well as research and advisory services for critical
business insights to both our clients and individuals in
South Africa and beyond.
What better way to remain on top of global changes
in every walk of life and industry than through a
partnership with a leading training and research
provider that is backed by a solutions-driven approach
and experts from the University of Pretoria.
We not only ensure that you increase productivity and
enhance service excellence in your line of business, but
also that you continuously engage in groundbreaking
knowledge transfer in an ever-changing world by
always shifting knowledge to insight.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS
We are committed to lifelong learning and offer a unique
selection of more than 500 short courses across 20 fields
of industry. We also provide a choice of different training
options that suit your needs and range from scheduled
short courses and online and/or blended courses to
Continued Professional Development (CPD) courses
and customised corporate training to meet the growing
demands of the changing global business and professional
environments.

Choose from a variety of career-focused training
options customised to your needs.
The best selection of training solutions customised to
your own identified skills development needs.

Maximise career-growth opportunities
within all industries and places of work.
Enrol in specialised training programmes and
short courses for industry-aligned learning experiences.


Access training around the clock and
complete it at your own pace.
Online and blended (hybrid) courses provide access to
training opportunities anywhere and at any time.

Keep up with the latest developments
in your field of expertise.
Complete CPD courses* to maintain your professional status
and keep your expert knowledge up to date.
(*Registered with various local and international professional industry bodies.)

Take your knowledge to the next level with
an entry point to formal qualifications.
With select credit-bearing* courses, you can start
building your portfolio towards degree outcomes.
(*Credits are afforded in specified circumstances only and exclusively to formal degree programmes presented by UP.
See the index for more details on credit-bearing courses and applicable programmes.)

Earn a certificate by a world-class,
top-ranked* university.
Receive a certificate** of either successful completion
or attendance issued by the University of Pretoria.
(*QS World University Rankings. **Relevant assessment criteria apply to the specific certificate earned.)
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We provide a service offering that spans 50 plus areas of
functional expertise and capability. Within each of these
areas the total service offering is well balanced between
applied research, advisory services and specialised
business units. Most of our projects are highly customised
and the solutions contained within each project draws on the
latest best practice as informed by science and evidence.

Why partner with us?

A single point of entry
for all training, research
and advisory services.

Access to all knowledge
outputs from the
University of Pretoria.

Personalised services to
achieve unique business
and professional
development goals.

Innovative solutions
for targeted training and
critical business insight.

An extensive
international footprint
spanning six continents.

Draw from leading
industry experts and
South Africa’s finest
thought leaders.

Make business decisions informed
by scientific evidence.
Science and scientific methods are embedded
within our total solution offering.

Implement solutions that are shaped by and
applicable to real-world challenges.
The strong symbiotic relationship between science and application
enables us to generate solutions that are both innovative and practical.

Enrich your perspective by allowing multidisciplinary
project teams to generate 360 degree insights.
We deploy various knowledge experts on the same project
to generate enriched perspectives and diverse views.

Be a beneficiary of our creative journey
with new ideas and solutions.
We are a breeding ground for new ideas, solutions and innovations –
and only after they have been tested and applied do we put them into practice.

SOLUTIONS-DRIVEN APPROACH
Our solutions present a multifaceted value proposition aligned with
organisational objectives, personal growth and skills development
goals – either as a combination of Training Solutions and Research
Solutions or as distinct solutions on their own. This also means
that your company can optimise on B-BBEE scorecard points with a
combination of our offerings that support the following outcomes:

1

2
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Work readiness
development.

Workplace Skills Plan
(WSP) activation.

Community
engagement.

Enterprise and supplier
development.

Ignite change in communities
through experiential training
and innovative business
opportunities.

Invest in small business entities
and start-ups that aspire to be
more effective, efficient and
sustainable.

W

Let entry-level employees
acquire the right skills to help
them integrate into the world of
work more easily.

O

Develop capacity and equip
designated employees with
professional skills aligned with
industry needs.

R

K
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RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

For more information about our
full range of available training
programmes and short courses, visit
www.enterprises.up.ac.za/trainingsolutions.
Also enquire with us about possible
CPD points on any of our courses, or
visit www.enterprises.up.ac.za/cpdcourses for an updated list.
See a range of relevant research and
advisory services at the end of this
section.

Information and
Communication Technology
Technological innovations are undeniably and increasingly affecting
how we engage with all forms of information on a daily basis. In
today’s fast-changing and technology-driven environments – both
personally and in business – we not only have a responsibility to
enable economically viable, accountable and transparent flows of
content to inform, influence, entertain and educate society, but we
also need to instil a certain degree of trust and accountability between
each other to ensure sustainable social unity and wellbeing.1 The
challenge, however, is how we can improve digital literacy and digital
intelligence for active and self-aware digital engagement – as the way
we connect and interact within these spaces is also changing rapidly.2
Policies around this that stimulate business growth while also
safeguarding citizens are seemingly fine to increase trust end users
might have in service providers and brands, but how we contribute
to increased information and accurate content accuracy, reduced
harmful cyber behaviour and improved personal data management
ultimately sets the bar.1,2 Our products and services in Information
and Communication Technology therefore aims to establish
innovative business models and help government and private
initiatives address policy concerns, while also cultivating a shared,
trusted digital environment that drives the pillars of inclusion,
economic development and social progress.
1.
2.
3.

World Economic Forum. 2017. Shaping the future of information and entertainment. Available at
https://goo.gl/dTD9AG.
World Economic Forum. 2017. Shaping the future implication of digital media for society. Available at
https://goo.gl/EmSTxn.
World Economic Forum (Thirani, V. & Gupta, A.). 2017. The value of data. Available at https://goo.
gl/491zto.

2.5
quintillion
The total bytes of data the
world produces every day.3

€1 trillion
The estimated
value of personalised
data by 2020.3

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

BIG DATA AND BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES

Applied Machine Learning
___________________________________________

Digital Market Insights and Data Science
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P006654

COURSE CODE
P006277

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 study blocks of 2 days each

DURATION
10 contact days spread over 3 months

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Applied Machine Learning short course will not only provide
you with an understanding of a range of machine learning paradigms,
but it will also equip you with the skills to apply machine learning
technologies to real-world problems. You will gain experience in
how different machine learning technologies can be applied to data
clustering, classification and prediction problems, how data should
be prepared for optimal performance, and know which applicable
technologies to use for problem solving. During the course, you will
also come to use the R programming language to develop machine
learning solutions to a wide range of problems.

This short course in Digital Market Insights and Data Science
provides you with the latest updates and skills in digital markets
innovation based on data-driven approaches, using algorithms to
analyse data sets and being able to run basic social media analyses
as a market researcher. During the course, you will gain insights to
customer-centric data analysis, talking to clients about data trends
and identifying business challenges in your environment. You will
also be empowered to run more effective and impactful market
research projects that address the changing needs of your clients
and obtain data-driven results from a user experience perspective.
See also: Marketing, Communication and Languages

Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Basics
___________________________________________

Computable General Equilibrium Modelling
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P005662

COURSE CODE
P002923

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 contact days

DURATION
5 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The short course in Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain Basics
provides you with a better understanding and new insights to
cryptocurrency (Bitcoin) and digital wallets, how cryptocurrencies
are mined, how blockchain technologies work and which regulations
and legalities governs cryptocurrencies. During the course, you will
become familiar with the history of Bitcoin, with additional topics of
cryptocurrency versus gold, coins as a currency versus an asset class,
and the technical workings of cryptocurrencies. You will also gain
knowledge of alternative cryptocurrencies in relation to the mining
of Bitcoin, including differences in wallets, transactions, exchanges,
regulations and using blockchain for proof of existence.

The short course in Computable General Equilibrium Modelling
provides you with insights to decades of Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE) modelling research in a unique training
intervention built around the University of Pretoria’s own CGE model.
These types of models have become an indispensable tool for policy
makers and analysts to measure the economy-wide effects of various
proposed policy changes and/or exogenous shocks. The course
covers specific topics of the theory and principles CGE modelling, as
well as CGE database access and simulations to acquire the requisite
skills to master the GEMPACK solution software for CGE modelling in
your own workplace.
See also: Financial Management and Taxation
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COURSE CODE
P003626

COURSE CODE
P006297

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online (Instructor led)

DURATION
4 contact days

DURATION
5 weeks online

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Introduction to Data Mining short course introduces you to the
models, tools and methods to data-driven innovation following the
basic steps of the cross-industry standard process for data mining
(CRISP-DM) methodology. During the course, you will be presented
with different business scenarios that could benefit from data
analytics, including the important aspects of data that should be
considered for data-driven analytics solutions. The course also covers
topics of basic data mining activities for a standard set of analytics
models, considerations for interpreting the results of analytic models,
and how to deploy and refine analytics solutions in a business-tosupport innovation.

The Online Course in Big Data Science provides you with the latest
scientific investigation techniques to employ innovative approaches
and algorithms for processing and analysing big data in order to
reveal patterns, trends and associations – especially relating to human
behaviour and interactions. During the course, you gain will exposure
to the different application domains of big data, data management,
machine learning and predictive modelling, as used in the fields
computer science, statistics, informatics, computational biology,
mathematics, EECE (Data Fusion) and sport and exercise science. You
will also gain insights to industry-related data applications, such as
insurance and social media platforms.
See also: Marketing, Communication and Languages

Investigation and Management of
Cyber and Electronic Crime
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

Online Course in Big Data Science
___________________________________________

Virtual Currencies (Bitcoin)
___________________________________________

*

COURSE CODE
P000612

COURSE CODE
P003501

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions (Workshop)

DURATION
5 contact days

DURATION
1 contact day

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Attendance

The short course in the Investigation and Management of Cyber
and Electronic Crime provides you with insights to and knowledge
of the legal and practical issues that specifically relate to criminal
conduct in the online environment and exponential advancements
in information and communication technologies that has given
rise to cyber and electronic crime. During the course, you will be
equipped with practical skills in the investigation, litigation and
risk management of cyber and electronic crime that will lead to the
eventual acquisition of admissable electronic evidence of criminal
activities that can be used in a court of law or hearing.
See also: Financial Management and Taxation
Law and Human Rights | *See index

The Virtual Currencies (Bitcoin) workshop provides you with
a comprehensive introduction to cryptocurrency – with specific
reference to Bitcoin – and covers all its technical aspects, uses, how it
is mined, the future of cryptocurrency and its (current) unregulated
nature. During the workshop, you will gain a good understanding
of Bitcoin as a decentralised self-managed virtual currency, how it
is generated (mined) through transactions and managed through
a digital wallet. The workshop also briefly looks at alternative
cryptocurrencies, using blockchain for proof of existence, transacting
via your digital wallet, currency exchanges and possible future
threats and/or regulations that will have an impact.
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Introduction to Data Mining
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYSIS

Analytical and Systems Thinking Skills
___________________________________________

Business and Systems Analysis
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P001928

COURSE CODE
P000270

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
5 contact days

DURATION
5 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Analytical and Systems Thinking Skills short course provides
you with a better understanding and application of various analytical
and systems thinking skills that can be used in your role as manager.
The course covers fundamental concepts of thinking, different
thinking styles (analytical, creative, critical and systems) and thinking
processes in collaboration with decision making. You will gain both
theoretical knowledge and practical skills in an integrated manner in
order to help you thrive in your daily tasks and respective business
environment, and ultimately link and interact with the components
of a system that are essential to ensure future success.
See also: General Management and Leadership Development

The short course in Business and Systems Analysis provides you
with the requisite analysis and design skills – as business and/or
systems analyst – by equipping you with innovative problem-solving
tools and techniques in order to identify, understand and correctly
respond to imminent business challenges. During the course, you
will gain a better knowledge of the basic concepts of systems
development lifecycle methodologies, including the V model and
modelling techniques, that are applied to structured analysis. You
will also gain invaluable insights to applications of object-orientated
analysis (UML modelling), such as data flow diagrams, use cases,
entity relationship diagrams and class models.

Business Cases for IT Professionals
___________________________________________

Fundamentals of Business Analysis
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P006099

COURSE CODE
P000274

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 contact days

DURATION
5 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Business Cases for IT Professionals short course provides you
with the opportunity to develop specialised financial management
skills – specifically relevant to the IT professional – to be able to build
and communicate a successful business case for your IT projects.
The course specifically covers aspects of funding for projects in your
organisation that face close scrutiny from stakeholders and provides
you with a sound financial basis to make effective IT investment
decisions relating to capital projects and the operations environment.
You will also gain exposure to best-practice case studies and come to
understand various approaches to IT business case development.

The short course in the Fundamentals of Business Analysis provides
you with various fact-finding techniques in gathering information
about a system’s problems, opportunities and directives. In a volatile
and competitive business world, skills in business analysis is essential
to the continuous profitability of organisations, and this course will
equip you with the requisite knowledge and insights to develop
requirements and prepare documents for presentation to project
stakeholders. During the course, you will also have the opportunity
to develop a working knowledge of the theory of business analysis
and gain practical experience in the application of specific methods
for business analysis.
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COURSE CODE
P003493

COURSE CODE
P003574

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online (Instructor led)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
8 months online

DURATION
3 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Online Course in eBusiness and eCommerce focuses on
optimising customer relationship management in an online
environment by examining eBusiness and marketplace models,
eBusiness strategies, eMarketing and procurement in some detail.
The initial investment for an eBusiness start-up is generally lower than
starting a traditional business, and with technology becoming more
advanced and easier to obtain, the barriers to opening a business
have been significantly reduced or even removed. Because buyers
and sellers can transact at any time and from anywhere, eBusiness
and eCommerce not only provide cost-saving advantages, but also
make goods and services accessible on a global scale.
See also: Business Management and Entrepreneurship
Financial Management and Taxation

The Process Modelling for Business Operations short course will
introduce you to best-practice industry process modelling standards
in order to equip you with a solid understanding of practical tools
and techniques for business processes modelling in preparation
of analysis and improvement of business process performance.
Business process modelling is essential to business management
success and documenting all the processes aids communication
throughout an organisation. This has always been a key aspect of
quality management programmes, business process re-engineering
and ongoing improvement approaches. The course emphasises the
importance of creating aligned viewpoints and context for process
modelling in the business environment.
See also: Business Management and Entrepreneurship
Supply Chain Management and Logistics

Process Management for Business Operations
___________________________________________

Programme in Business Analysis
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P001282

COURSE CODE
P002000

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
6 contact days

DURATION
3 study blocks of 5 days each

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The short course in Process Management for Business Operations
will provide you with an essential overview of the art and science of
managing a business by exposing you to the basic concepts, tools and
skills that are required (as well as the difficulties experienced) when
introducing business process management into an organisation.
Businesses experience constant pressure from competitors that
forces them to continuously evolve, redesign, implement and
manage innovative business processes. The course takes a detailed
look at the concept of model-driven architectures, modelling tools,
process analysis and design, as well as process optimisation, reengineering, change management and organisational buy-in.
See also: Business Management and Entrepreneurship
Supply Chain Management and Logistics

The Programme in Business Analysis provides you with
comprehensive training in all aspects of business analysis based
on the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK®) Guide
(Version 3). The programme covers topics of significant concepts and
management of business analysis, the role and execution of ICT in
business analysis, as well as managing change as a business analyst.
During the programme, you will also gain insights to a wide range of
relevant themes, including strategy analysis, lifecycle management,
communication and interpersonal skills, an ICT overview,
requirements analysis and design definition, solution evaluation,
change management, as well as planning and monitoring.
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Process Modelling for Business Operations
___________________________________________

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYSIS

Online Course in eBusiness and eCommerce
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

COMPUTER AND ICT LITERACY

Basic Course in Computer Literacy
___________________________________________

Basic Course in Excel
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P000629

COURSE CODE
P003557

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
9 contact days (Saturdays)

DURATION
3 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Basic Course in Computer Literacy provides you with an
introduction to essential computer skills as an indispensable
component of work, education and personal life as we are moving
more and more to digital platforms in the modern world. The
course specifically looks at the Microsoft Office suite – as the office
automation application of choice – and introduces you to Word, Excel
and the Windows operating system in general to develop practical
skills in the use of these software packages. During the course, you
will develop these digital and computer skills my means of a one-onone approach tailored for individualised training.

The Basic Course in Excel provides you with the introductory
skills required to use and explore this software for personal and/or
business use. As a component of the Microsoft Office suite, Excel
provides you with a powerful software tool that can be used for
calculations, statistical representations, pivot tables and databases,
to name a few. A basic understanding of Excel will help you simplify
your work, and understand and apply its multitude of functions, tools
and features in solving problems, analysing data and using charts
and graphs appropriately to visually represent data for decision
making purposes and/or relevant business cases.

Advanced Course in Computer Literacy
___________________________________________

Advanced Course in Excel
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P000630

COURSE CODE
P003558

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
9 contact days (Saturdays)

DURATION
3 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Advanced Course in Computer Literacy provides you with
more progressive skills in Microsoft Office that will enable you to
harness the power of digital platforms for the benefit of business
or your personal life. As a standard suite of software programs that
are used all over the world, appropriate skills in the use of Microsoft
Office will ensure the simplifying of tasks and make you much more
employable and competitive in the world of business. The course
delves deeper into applications such as Web 2.0 (including Facebook,
Skype, Google Docs and WhatsApp), PowerPoint, Access, Outlook,
Publisher and internet browsers.

The Advanced Course in Excel provides you with more progressive
skills to use Excel more optimally in either business or personal
applications for problem solving and data analysis. During the
course, you will become familiar with the advanced operations of
Excel that can be harnessed for optimal data storage, manipulation
and communication as an integral part of the Microsoft Office suite.
The course covers topics of the use of various functions, tools and
features for effective data display, applying logic in decision making,
retrieving data for computation, analysis and reference, including
advanced financial calculations, data organisation and problem
solving techniques.
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COURSE CODE
P003343

COURSE CODE
P003587

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions or Fully online (Self-paced)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
2 contact days or 16 hours online

DURATION
2 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The eSkills for Entrepreneurs short course provides you as
entrepreneur the opportunity to better understand technology and
see how it can assist you in growing your business. The course will
help to optimise your communication skills through technology,
not only with your employees, but also with your suppliers and
customers. During the course, you will also start to understand the
benefits of social media and how it can be used to help a business
grow. This course is a great way for entrepreneurs and small business
owners to start to explore the important role technology can play in
their business.
See also: Business Management and Entrepreneurship

The Introductory Course in Microsoft Project provides you
with the fundamental skills and knowledge of a popular project
management tool that can be used in the transition from a Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) to a basic project schedule that will help
you keep track of projects and stay organised. During the course, you
will gain insights to streamlining your project, resource and portfolio
management approach by getting familiar with built-in templates,
scheduling tools and execution of projects through the software
application’s interface. You will also gain know-how to evaluate and
optimise your own project portfolio to prioritise projects and tasks.
See also: Project and Risk Management

Introduction to PowerPoint
___________________________________________

Intermediate Course in Microsoft Project
_________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P003577

COURSE CODE
P003588

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
2 contact days

DURATION
2 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Introduction to PowerPoint short course will introduce you
to and equip you with the essential skills to employ effective and
creative presentations for personal and/or business use. As part
of the Microsoft Office suite of applications, PowerPoint is a very
helpful tool in the workplace for presentation of data to decision
makers, progress to stakeholders, business operations to potential
clients, or even lectures and training sessions. You will also acquire
the necessary know-how of a wider range of tools in the application,
including slide shows, professional and consistent formatting,
organising and structuring content, as well as creating visual impact.

The Intermediate Course in Microsoft Project provides you with
more progressive skills in the use of this project management
application to set up a complete baseline schedule with the allocation
of resources and costs that will enable you to successfully track
projects and get the results you want. You will also gain insights to the
software’s built-in reporting tools to seamlessly integrate advanced
analytics on the progress of projects, knowledge of how resources
are used and how to collaborate with various team members on
a project. The course further equips you with organisation and
scheduling skills to streamline projects better.
See also: Project and Risk Management
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Introductory Course in Microsoft Project
___________________________________________

COMPUTER AND ICT LITERACY

eSkills for Entrepreneurs
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

ICT INFRASTRUCTURE AND ARCHITECTURE

Spreadsheets as an Engineering Tool
___________________________________________

Cisco Certified Networking Professional:
Building Scalable Internetworks
CCNP®
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P000036

COURSE CODE
P001680

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
2 contact days

DURATION
2 study blocks of 5 days each

CERTIFICATE
Attendance

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Spreadsheets as an Engineering Tool short course
demonstrates the use of Microsoft Excel as a powerful processing tool
in solving engineering and system design problems. Spreadsheets
are excellent tools for answering questions, and the course focuses
on various built-in functions, user-defined functions, customisations,
graphs, macros and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) that can be
applied in the engineering environment. You will also gain a better
understanding of and practical experience in spreadsheet tools
such as the Data Analysis Toolpack, the Solver add-in, as well as the
scenario manager and data tables for engineering. Presented on an
in-house basis only.
See also: Engineering and Technology Management

The Cisco Certified Networking Professional (CCNP®): Building
Scalable Internetworks short course will enable you to create an
efficient and expandable enterprise network on a professional level
as network operations specialist, administrator or engineer. The
course covers the full scope of installation, configuration, monitoring
and troubleshooting aspects of network infrastructure equipment.
Advanced topics that are also covered throughout the course
include: EIGRP configuration; multi-area OSPF, IS-IS and BGP routing
protocols; manipulation and optimisation of routing updates; routing
protocol authentication; multicast routing; and IPv6 configuration.
The course curriculum builds on Cisco CCNA® courses with more
complex network configurations, diagnosis and troubleshooting.
See also: Engineering and Technology Management

Cisco Certified Networking Associate:
Routing and Switching
CCNA®
___________________________________________

Cloud-Computing Auditing Training Course
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P000226

COURSE CODE
P005818

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
8 study blocks of 5 days each

DURATION
3 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Cisco Certified Networking Associate (CCNA®): Routing and
Switching short course incorporates both theoretical and practical
aspects in preparation of the CCNA certification examination. The
course provides you with the requisite skills and hands-on-experience
needed to design, install, operate and maintain networks through a
complete range of networking concepts and features. The course
specifically prepares you on topics of: network security, types and
media; routing and switching fundamentals; TCP/IP and OSI models;
IP addressing, routes and traffic management; WAN technologies
and connections; operating and configuring IOS devices; extending
switched networks with VLANs; establishing point-to-point
connections; and establishing Frame Relay connections.
See also: Engineering and Technology Management

The Cloud-Computing Auditing Training Course provides you
with the requisite skills and knowledge to successfully conduct an
audit (or assurance assessment) of cloud-based solutions, services
and environments in your organisation. You will be provided
with an comprehensive overview of the step-by-step procedures,
checklists, resources and tools required to help you prepare for and
adequately perform your next cloud audit. During the course, you
will also be looking at key aspects of cloud computing fundamentals;
governance, risk, compliance and regulation; planning and scoping
of cloud auditing, understanding cloud auditing; evaluation and
execution processes; and reporting, following-up and closure of
cloud-computing audits.
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COURSE CODE
P002785

COURSE CODE
P000275

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online (Instructor-led)

DURATION
5 contact days

DURATION
15 weeks online

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Digital Government: ICT Governance short course provides
you with insights to improve your theoretical understanding and
practical application of how corporate governance provides a
context to assess and deal with investments and risks related to
corporate information assets and underlying ICT infrastructures.
During the course, you will gain a better knowledge of the practical
steps in realising the effective governance of ICT and planning for an
inclusive governance framework. The course specifically covers topics
of the mechanisms for implementing ICT governance, strategy and
competitiveness, organisational and policy issues, risk management
and regulatory compliance related to the governance of ICT.

The Online Programme in IT Project Management takes you
through the entire lifecycle of a project by interacting with realtime challenges and imminent issues that typically crop up during
projects. The programme equips you with practical skills to set
up a project budget, plan a project, assign resources and make
difficult decisions in times of crises. During the programme, you
will encounter projects of real clients and stakeholders, while being
expected to manage diverse project teams. The programme includes
definite deadlines that a project manager must meet to simulate the
pressure of making the right decision at the right time.
See also: Project and Risk Management

Enterprise System Development using Java EE
___________________________________________

Software Architecture
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P002746

COURSE CODE
P002747

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
5 contact days

DURATION
5 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The short course in Enterprise Systems Development using
Java EE provides you with a comprehensive understanding of the
Java EE 6 architecture as a widely used computing platform for the
development and deployment of enterprise software. During the
course, you will become familiar with the best practices in Java
EE development, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the
platform. You will also gain hands-on experience in developing
enterprise beans by using JPA-2-based persistence and developing
JSF/Facelet-based web frontends. These skills will further enable you
to develop and deploy effective enterprise systems in your own or
clients’ work environments.

The short course in Software Architecture provides you with
the requisite skills to design, document and validate software
architectures for clients and/or in your own organisation. The course
covers relevant architectural requirement specifications, patterns
and strategies, as well as commonly used reference architectures
that include Java EE, services-oriented architectures, Microsoft.
Net, event-driven architectures, space-based architectures and
cloud computing. During the course, you will also gain hands-on
experience in effectively balancing the concerns of stakeholders
in order to drive innovation through quality software products
or systems accordingly. You will be further enabled to document
enterprises architecture in an IEEE 1471-compliant architectural
description.
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Online Programme in IT Project Management
___________________________________________

ICT INFRASTRUCTURE AND ARCHITECTURE

Digital Government: ICT Governance
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Basic Course in Information and
Knowledge Management
___________________________________________

Digital Forensics and Investigations
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P000666

COURSE CODE
P002570

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 study blocks of 4 days each

DURATION
5 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Basic Course in Information and Knowledge Management
provides you with invaluable insights to a range of practical aspects
in the implementation of information and knowledge management
processes in your organisation. In the modern age, a lot of effort
and resources are put into achieving business goals by making use
of the information and knowledge that are already present within
any particular organisation. The course provides you with a better
understanding of these knowledge processes, but also specifically
focuses on new knowledge creation. You will also gain insights to the
contribution of various scholars to the development of knowledge
management.

The Digital Forensics and Investigations short course provides
you with the basic theoretical concepts of digital forensics, as well
as its practical implementation in the business environment. During
the course, you will gain insights to the general history of digital
forensics, and acquire the requisite skills to conduct digital forensic
investigations more effectively. The course specifically covers topics
of digital forensic processes, hardware forensics, digital forensic tools,
forensic readiness, networks forensics, live forensics, professionalism
and ethics. You will further gain in-depth knowledge of privacy, cyber
forensics, cyber law and cyber warfare and/or terrorism, among other
aspects relevant to digital forensics.

Cybersecurity
___________________________________________

Information Security Management
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P006653

COURSE CODE
P000330

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 contact days

DURATION
4 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Cybersecurity short course provides you with practical
guidance on how to think like a cybersecurity expert by analysing
and minimising the risk of security incidents that can possibly appear
in an organisation. The course specifically covers various aspects
of security services that include identification and authentication,
authorisation, confidentiality, integrity and privacy. You will
also become familiar with the fundamental concepts of threats,
vulnerabilities, risks and countermeasures; the mechanisms that are
used to implement different security services (such as encryption
and hash codes); regulatory measures (such as the NIST Framework
and ISO 27000); and analysis and recommendations for security
improvements.

The Information Security Management short course provides you
with a knowledge of requisite security management actions in the
implementation and maintenance of processes, procedures and
other issues of corporate governance. The course delves into the
identification of information security needs and the implementation
of strategies by means of an Information Security Architecture (ISA),
and looks at all factors involved, including financial risk auditing,
the assessment of current controls, the human side of information
security management, as well as the alignment of controls to meet
the requirements of your organisation. You will also gain insigths to
various international standards and guidelines.
See also: Financial Management and Taxation
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COURSE CODE
P001546

COURSE CODE
P005722

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
8 study blocks of 3 days each

DURATION
1 contact day

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Information Technology Management Programme provides
you with an exploration into the key aspects involved in managing
the resources of your organisation as technology manager,
information officer or team leader in all branches of ICT. During the
programme, you will be able to update and expand your knowledge
of information technology management by relooking best-practice,
strategic and practical considerations in an organisation’s use
or implementation of such technologies. You will also develop
further knowledge of managing IT departments/divisions, systems
development and service delivery, ICT auditing and business
analysis, general IT management processes, as well as governance
responsibilities and outsourcing organisations.

The Introduction to Test-Driven Development short course
provides you with a basic understanding of sustainable development
and two-way application in developing modern software and/or
applications for business profitability and driving development
through testing. The course specifically aims to provide you with
a comprehensive overview (and better understanding) of the
development cycle (especially as non-developer) based on real-world
examples. You will also become familiar with new methodologies of
sustainable development and consequently acquire the know-how
to conceptualise an overall picture of the development cycle, apply
basic concepts and principles, and reap benefits by managing the
process against respective workplace expectations.

Coding Basics with Java/HTML
___________________________________________

User Experience Design
___________________________________________

COURSE CODE
P006078

COURSE CODE
P005216

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

MODE OF DELIVERY
Contact sessions

DURATION
3 contact days

DURATION
2 contact days

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The short course in Coding Basics with Java/HTML will enable you
to apply coding through practical exercises and challenges with a
good understanding of how coding and programming languages are
deployed. The course specifically focuses on programs, algorithms,
objects and common coding languages that are currently used in
the business and/or ICT environments. During the course, you will
gain invaluable insights to binary numbering and infrastructure
services, and develop skills to start developing modern software and
applications that can be used to drive innovation and profits for you
or your clients based on market needs and new areas of growth.

The User Experience Design short course provides you with a
comprehensive overview of how users’ minds work and how that
can be used to design web and/or user interfaces that are not only
aesthetically appealing, but are also technically sound. Following
the realisation of the intricate effects that users’ experiences have
on decision-making processes, the course touches on aspects of
establishing specific user requirements, the relationship between
user experience and usability, designing for mobile verus larger
screens and various design techniques (including metaphors,
personas, prototyping and participatory design). The course is
particularly beneficial for the interface/web designer or eLearning
developer.
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Introduction to Test-Driven Development
___________________________________________

PROGRAMMING AND DEVELOPMENT

Information Technology
Management Programme
___________________________________________

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | SHORT COURSES

PROGRAMMING AND DEVELOPMENT

Online Course:
Introduction to Database Design
___________________________________________

Online Course: Introduction to
Enterprise Architecture Concepts
___________________________________________

8

8

COURSE CODE
P003210

COURSE CODE
P002816

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

MODE OF DELIVERY
Fully online

DURATION
8 weeks online

DURATION
8 weeks online

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

CERTIFICATE
Successfully completed

The Online Course: Introduction to Database Design provides
you with the fundamental knowledge of designing simple databases
by means of entity relationship diagrams and the implementation
of these designs in a relational database management system.
Effective databases are essential tools in the contemporary
business environment, and the ability to store, modify, extract and
search for information through databases is a valuable skill in this
environment. During the course, you will also become familiar with
the fundamentals of structured query language (SQL), learn how to
design simple small-scale databases, including how to functionally
apply SQL to implement and manipulate such databases.

The Online Course: Introduction to Enterprise Architecture
Concepts provides you with a concise, yet fundamental, overview
of critical enterprise architecture concepts. The field of enterprise
architecture considers the conceptual blueprint that defines
the structure and operation of an organisation, and this course
particularly focuses on core concepts and ideas behind architecture,
using enterprise architecture frameworks and linking this knowledge
back to notational styles and their application by means of
relevant case studies. You will further be equipped with a better
understanding of enterprise architecture and how it can be applied
through the relevant frameworks, documentation and modelling
approaches currently used.

FORTHCOMING AND
NEW SHORT COURSES
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•
•
•

Advanced Topics in IS Research (P005820)
Learning Python for Business Data Analysis (P006832)
Writing a PhD Research Proposal in IS (P005819)

RESEARCH AND ADVISORY SERVICES
We deploy multifaceted teams of experts that provide customised and
innovative research and advisory services for a competitive edge shaped
around our ability to put science into practice.
Our operating paradigm is shaped around solutions applications in relation to
real-world challenges experienced by our clients, as well as daily challenges
in our communities and society. With this in hand, we offer a diverse range of
empirical, business-to-business Research Solutions across the full lifecycle
of projects:

DATA SCIENCE
AND DECISION
ANALYTICS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and evaluation of survey methodologies
Design and operation of simulation models
Development of mathematical models for the analysis of systems
Evaluation of system reliability, availability and maintainability
Machine learning modelling
Natural language analytics
Analysis and modelling of behavioural patterns
Banking sector compliance, financial regulatory and risk model validation
Business and funding model reviews
Client investment risk profiling
Composition and validation of various indices for credit, regulatory and financial risk
applications
Design and evaluation of survey methodologies
Financial modelling
Inclusive banking product and service development
Model development including:
–
Equitable cost attribution modelling
–
Income predictor and segmentation modelling
–
Lapse predictor and surrender modelling
–
Loyalty programmes
–
Operational risk modelling
–
Propensity modelling services
–
Tariff review and modelling
Modelling to address a multitude of risk mitigation applications
Profitability and financial reserve requirements for insurance and related businesses
Quality control on fundamental underpinnings, including IFRS
Short- and longer-term income statement projections
Supervised learning for predictive/propensity applications, including churn, cross-sell, fraud,
lapse, risk factor identification/profiling and next best options
Unsupervised statistical learning and modelling techniques for application to problems of
market segmentation, latent driver identification and variable selection, including:
–
Bayesian modelling and networks and agent-based stochastic systems
–
Model-based market segmentation
–
Random forests
–
Regularised regression
–
Support vector machines and regression
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Information and Communication Technology

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY | ADVISORY SERVICES

INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture analysis, design and development
Development of learning material and user requirements specifications for ICT systems
Forensic and ICT audits
Functional system specification analysis and design
Knowledge management
Software integration advisory and support services
System design and development
Technology innovation management advisory services
User experience (UX) design and analysis
Web portal/platform development
IT Strategy and IT Governance

•

Advanced Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and communication solutions for industrial
applications:
–
Physical network level, including sensor hardware/nodes and communication, cognitive
radio and energy harvesting
–
Logical network level, including localisation, mobility, routing, intelligence and security
–
Application level, including application of the above in industrial environments
Computer and communication networks, modelling and analysis
eHealth, elderly monitoring, fall detection and Body Area Networks (BAN)
Information, network and system security
Internet of Energy, including smart buildings
Internet of Farms, including smart agriculture and cropping
Internet of Things (IoT) and sensor technologies for smart cities, including connected cars and
intelligent transportation systems and modelling
IoT-based Smart Water Management System (SWMS) for water loss reduction and water quality
control
Large-scale IoT-based Cyber Physical System (CPS)
Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN)
Machine learning
Mathematical modelling of communication systems
Mobile health
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and smart cards/tokens
Sensor fusion
Signal processing
Smart miner safety systems for underground mines
Software Defined Wireless Sensor Networks (SDWSN) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)
Wireless communication
Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN), including protocols and applications

SIGNALLING, SENSORS
AND TELEMETRY
PROCESSING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For more information about our full offering of research and advisory services, visit
www.enterprises.up.ac.za/research-solutions
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Credit-bearing courses ℗
The following credit-bearing courses provides you with an entry point to formal degree programmes exclusively presented by
the University of Pretoria (with credits afforded towards the specified degree modules):
Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences				
Module code and credits
Advanced Programme in Labour Relations Management			
ABV700
Basic Course in Financial Investigation					
FRA710 (20 credits)
Economic Crime Schemes						FRA701 (20 credits) | FRM802 (15 credits)
Fraud Risk Management						FRA702 (20 credits) | FRM801 (15 credits)
Interviewing Skills for Fraud Examiners and Auditors			
FRA708 (20 credits)
Investigation and Management of Cyber and Electronic Crime		
FRA707 (20 credits) | FRM805 (15 credits)
Investigation of Financial Crime					
FRA703 (20 credits) | FRM804 (15 credits)
Labour Relations							ABV320 (20 credits)
Law for Commercial Forensic Practitioners				
FRA704 (20 credits) | FRM803 (15 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Graduate Level)		
BEL300 (40 credits)
Module in Advanced Module in Basic Taxation (Postgraduate Level)		
BEL751 (40 credits)
Module in Basic Taxation						BEL200 (40 credits)
Money Laundering Investigation and Detection				
FRA705 (20 credits) | FRM806 (15 credits)
Prevention and Detection of Procurement and Contract Fraud		
FRA709 (20 credits)
Programme in Empowering Responsible Leaders in Local Government		
OBS781 (20 credits)
Faculty of Health Sciences						
Online Course in Higher Exercise Science and Personal Training		
Online Course in Neuroscience Visual Skills Testing and Training		
Online Course: Introduction to Neuroscience Coaching			

Module code and credits
FLG331 (18 credits)
FLG211 (12 credits)
FLG327 (30 credits)

Faculty of Humanities						
Module code and credits
Advanced Course in Employee Assistance Programmes			
UPO923 (15 credits)
Cross-Cultural Communication					LCC715 (20 credits)
Sport Facilities and Events Management					
MBK709 (27 credits)
School of Public Management and Administration			
(credits towards enrolment in the Master’s in Public Administration [MPA])
Strategic Capability and Leadership for Senior Managers 			
Programme and Project Management for Senior Managers			
Public Financial Management for Senior Managers				
People Management and Empowerment for Senior Managers		
Public Policy, Problem Solving and Analysis for Senior Managers		

Module code and credits
PAD803
PAD804
FHB800
HPB801
OXA800

(20 credits)
(10 credits)
(20 credits)
(20 credits)
(10 credits)

Successful completion of credit-bearing short courses entails that a candidate who otherwise complies with all the admission requirements for corresponding
formal degree programmes – as published annually in the respective year faculty year books of the University of Pretoria – may upon registering for the formal
programme obtain credits for the corresponding degree modules. Normal application processes for admission to formal programmes at the University of
Pretoria must be followed. Certificates of successful completion of credit-bearing short courses issued by Enterprises University of Pretoria must be submitted
during the application for recognition of allocated credits.

Licensed content
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCNA® and CCNP® are registered trademarks and used under licence of Cisco Systems, Inc. (https://www.cisco.com).
BABOK® Guide is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Institute of Business Analysis
(http://www.iiba.org).
Herrmann Whole Brain® Thinking System, Thinking Accelerator® and HBDIinteractive®are registered trademarks and used under
licence of Herrmann International (http://www.herrmannsolutions.com).
Incoterms® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (https://iccwbo.org).
JBCC® is a registered trademark and used under licence of the Joint Building Contracts Committee® NPC (http://www.jbcc.co.za).
PMP®, PMI® and PMBOK® Guide are registered trademarks and used under licence of the Project Management Institute,
Inc. (http://www.pmi.org.za).
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